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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

AMERICAN RESISTANCE PARTY
‘Defending Columbus’
10/9/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
FACEBOOK POST BY PAUL ****
“I would just like to reiterate f*** the king of Spain his entourage and Christopher”
REPLY BY: Edward C Noonan (To) @Paul - You don't know your history! In 1492 there were only 2 main super
powers. Spain and Suleiman I (“the Magnificent”) who became Sultan of Turkey. He invaded Hungary (1521), Rhodes
(1522), attacks Austria (1529), annexes Hungary (1541), Tripoli (1551), makes peace with Persia (1553), destroys
Spanish fleet (1560), Suleiman I died (1566). He also was looking for the same route that Columbus was! If it weren't
for CHRISTIAN Columbus and CHRISTIAN Spain, your Mom, your wife and daughter would probably wearing a burka,
niqab or hijab or whatever they call it!
[end quote]
Where were the English during the time Columbus discovered the New World?
During this time, Henry VI (1422–61; 1470–71) reigned. The English were expelled from France with the help of Joan
of Arc, a French peasant girl, and political turmoil erupted at home. The king’s frequent illnesses placed England in
the hands of a Protector, Richard, duke of York. By the end of the 1400's, civil war between the Yorkists and
Lancastrians seriously undermined the power of the monarchy which left the nobility fractured and vulnerable to the
prevailing Tudor family.
The British colonization of the Americas (including colonization by both the English and the Scots) didn't begin for 100
years AFTER Columbus (aka Spain) discovered the new world. It was in 1607 that the first ENGLISH settlement was
established in Jamestown, Virginia and later reached its peak when colonies had been established throughout the
Americas.

The American Resistance Party is sick and tired of listening to “America Haters”
and Marxist wannabes. One of the planks the 45 Declared Goals of Marxism: #30.
Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as selfish aristocrats
who had no concern for the "common man." It’s time someone starts DEFENDING
COLUMBUS!
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